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A world beyond ‘measures’

Preamble

Before I wonder into the next ‘realm’ please allow me to recap the ‘journey’ that I have taken you
through the ‘a-mazing’ world of ‘information’ so far. The following graphical diagram depicts the
thus far uncovered view of ‘information’ (which I call the ‘objectives’):

The goals were covered in 3 of my articles, 2 of which covered my view of ‘goals’ namely Could
‘benefits’ be the DNA of ‘goals’? and Why 11 ‘values’? and 1 my view of ‘measures’, namely
After ‘values’, then what?.

Stepping into the next world of information which I call knowledge is a bit more tricky as I will be
asking you to believe that every piece of knowledge that has ever existed, has to provide an answer
to question and ask you to remember that there are ‘no dumb answers, but merely dumb
questions’.

How many questions?

This question, at first glance appears to be an enigma or a real brain teaser. Yet without knowing
how many questions, how does one go about finding an answer that will provide the appropriate
knowledge?

Perhaps what is now needed is a ‘leap of faith’ in order to kick start this part of the journey. I will
commence with the 6 basic questions that everyone is familiar with (probably not in the order that
I will be asking them) namely Who, What, When, Where, How and Why.

As you ask yourself each question imagine if you will that you can actually picture a known object
that answers that question (providing a class of knowledge) and you are well on your way to
unlocking the mystery that has long confused many others.

Once you have completed this (relatively simple exercise) now try to combine any two of the
questions to form a second layer of questions. For example ‘Who did What’ or ‘When did a Who
do something’ or ‘Where did a Who do something’ etc. The number of permutations is 36 or 6 to
the power of 2. After noticing that there are many redundant questions (such as Who-What and
What-Who), this figure can be reduced to 15 (still too many as it does not satisfy the ‘magic
number theory’). Further analysis of these questions could soon reduce this number to a workable
8. Now try to imagine if you can picture a known object that answers each of these questions.
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By this time the enterprise architect will probably be facing a world unfamiliar to themselves and
persevering they will need to ask a few more mind boggling questions such as ‘Who did What to
Whom’ and ‘Who has What capability’. The permutations now become even more staggering (56
or 14 raised to the power of 2).

It is at this stage that the minds numbing exercising of trying to figure out how many more
questions have to be asked that the ea will ‘abandon ship’ and leave this part of the puzzle to the
more technically minded expert.

As the work of the ea is actually not yet done (as they still need to use the measures they have
uncovered to help them uncover and understand the knowledge locked up in the collective minds
of the business operatives), and leaving this task to the information technologist will only cause
more ‘silo’ systems to emerge, creating more ‘big data’ and more integration work later on.Enter
Ripose and Caspar and the next level of information architect (the knowledge expert or as I call
them, the Ripose architect grade 2).

I undertook the exercise of uncovering every possible (rational) question that anyone could ever
ask back in the late 1980’s (over 30 years ago). I discovered that I could solve almost 90% of all
business operatives knowledge requirements by asking 19 questions and a further 4 knowledge
classes could answer the remaining 10%. In those pre-Caspar days I used a spread sheet program
to develop the knowledge base and measure model and a word processor to document goals. As
soon as I found that I had a further level of complexity (to link the measures to the knowledge
classes) I realised that the Peter Principle had caught up with me and it was time to write Caspar.
In 1991 I released the first prototype of the Ripose compilers.

Knowledge crafting

But the work of the RA2 is not yet complete, but having two ‘weapons’ in their arsenal (namely
the measures and the 23 fundamental knowledge classes), the next phase of the journey could now
commence and having Caspar as a toolset they could not falter.

Holding a series of short joint enterprise modelling sessions with C-Types, operational managers
and even workers, the RA2 uses the performance indicator as a guide to focus the operatives
attention to the part of the knowledge base that provides further knowledge to satisfy the
performance indicator. This is what I call ‘knowledge crafting’. The following diagram now
depicts this concept:

Next phase strategies and the ea’s work is almost done.
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